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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

DISTRICT 212 ADVANCED ACTING STUDENTS TAKE FIRST PLACE 

District 212 students in Dave Narter’s advanced acting class recently received notification that 

they had won 1
st
 Place in Round One of the ShakeMeUp International Online Student 

Shakespeare Film Festival sponsored by the Prague Shakespeare Company located in the Czech 

Republic. 

The students’ film, Foul is Fair, is an original work of fiction based on the quote “fair is foul and 

foul is fair” from Macbeth, one of Shakespeare’s most well-known plays. The line, chanted by 

one of the three witches, echoes throughout the story and is the backbone of the many switches 

that occur between and among the characters, their situations and their positions. 

Narter explains that the couplet is also an explanation of the witches’ creed: all that is good or 

“fair” to others, is evil or “foul” to them - and vice versa.  

The following students participated in the production of the film: Gianna Ruminski, director; 

Richard Mueller, screenwriter; Mario Cornejo, director of photography; and lead actors Richard 

Mueller, Tom Senk and Christian Ferdinand.  Other student actors who participated are Nizel 

Shane Dolueras Fallorin, Jakup Rafal Dabek, Vanessa Itati Herrera, Jyllyan Josephyne Mueller, 

Carlos Fernando Perez, Evie Mariana Perez, Dawid Sebastian Poddany, Mariusz Damian 

Skowron, Emily Rose Sutter and Dominika Zak.  

“In devising a concept for the film, the students watched a few productions from England's The 

Globe, among them, Macbeth,” says Narter who is a Leyden drama and English teacher as well 

as a playwright and author. “They also wanted to include elements, especially the play within a 

play, from Hamlet's fifth act.  So although the theme of murder as a means of power comes 

from Macbeth, a lot of the story ideas come from Hamlet.” 

According to the organization’s Website, this online film festival welcomes the participation of 

secondary drama and English classes throughout the world.  The mission is to provide students 

and teachers with a variety of experiences including stagecraft, acting and improvisation. 
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